MAYHEM MADNESS!
YOUR GATEWAY DRUG TO SUMMER STARTS HERE!

POLITICALLY CORRECT PORN
THE BEST OF MAINSTREAM STROKES FLIX

FAKE FUNBAGS FOR FREE!
DD'S ARE JUST A CLICK AWAY!

KUNG FU VAMPIRE
JUGULAR SUCKIN' JUGALOS

FEATURING
MISS POLEROtica 2010
CRICKET FROM DEvILS POINt

PLUS! TATTOOED STRIPPERS INVADE PDX!
BEAUTIFUL EXOTIC DANCERS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

FULL BAR · FULL MENU · LOTTERY GAMES

CORPORATE, BACHELOR & BIRTHDAY PARTY PACKAGES

THE HOME OF THE
$4.95 16 OZ. TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER

ATTENTION ENTERTAINERS...
THE PARTY... THE $$$...
THE FUN ARE WAITING FOR YOU

BLUSH GENTLEMEN’S CLUB Hires beautiful, charming, highly motivated and reliable entertainers 18 & OVER.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FULL TIME OR PART TIME CALL 503-236-8559 FOR AN AUDITION

CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN, ONE MILE SOUTH OF THE ROSS ISLAND BRIDGE
Club Rouge
A Gentlemen's Lounge

403 SW STARK • PORTLAND, OR 97204
(503) 227-3936
(At the corner of SW 4th & Stark)
MySpace.com/ClubRougePDX • ClubRougePDX.com

JOIN US FOR
ROCKSTAR ENERGY DRINK
THURSDAYS!
$3 SPECIALS
ON ROCKSTAR ENERGY DRINK
ALL NIGHT!
COME SEE WHAT $3 WILL
GET YOU AT CLUB ROUGE!

SATURDAY, MAY 1ST
INK 'N' PINK
PRELIMINARY ROUND 1
YOUR CHANCE TO QUALIFY FOR THE SEMI-FINALS
WITH EXOTIC MAGAZINE GIVEAWAYS,
TATTOO CONTESTS AND CERTIFICATES

Video Lottery Now Available!
Cabaret I
Downtown at 5th & Burnside
503 W. BURNSIDE • (503) 525-4900

DANCERS WANTED!
CALL 503-654-4935

more than
just a strip club!

Cabaret II
SC Stark & 176th
17544 SE STARK • (503) 252-3529

OPEN DAILY 3PM - 2:30AM

CHECK OUT OUR FOOD SPECIALS
FROM 3PM-7PM @ ALL 3 CLUBS!
FREE ADMISSION WITH THIS AD!

ASK ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY & BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES!
NOW OPEN!
FULL BAR!
V.I.P. ROOM - MALE REVUE ROOM
OPEN DAILY 3PM - 2:30AM
16323 SE MCLoughlin Blvd. - (503) 654-4933
LARGEST CLUB IN OREGON!
• 7 BIG SCREEN TVs
• STATE-OF-THE-ART SOUND AND LIGHTING SYSTEM
• OVER 100 PARKING SPACES

BAILEY
SINCERE

MALE REVUE
AND FIRE DANCERS
EVERY WEEKEND AT CABARET III
PUSSYCATS’ GUARANTEE

THE HOTTEST MODELS!
THE NAUGHTIEST SHOWS!
THE BEST PRICES!
THERE IS NO PLACE LIKE PUSSYCATS!

CHECK OUT OUR NEW BARBUR BLVD.
& BEAVERTON LOCATIONS

HIRING THE BEST
CALL (503) 383-8874
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
OPEN 24 HOURS

www.PussycatsOnline.com
PORTLAND’S PREMIER STRIP CLUB!
WWW.SAFARISHOWCLUB.COM
POWERED BY XOTICSPOT

DAILY SPECIALS! • $6 RIBEYE SPECIAL • $5 CHICKEN TERIYAKI • BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY!

AUDITIONS DAILY
CALL ROCKSTAR
503-619-5602
OR STOP BY CLUB
18 & OVER

3000 SE POWELL • 503-231-9199
Portland's Exotic UltraLounge
Featuring the Sexiest Performers
Dancing to the Best Rock-n-Roll & Pop Music

THE ALL-NEW
BOOM ROOM
New Look
New Dancers
New Attitude.

EXOTIC COVERGIRL
SORROW SUICIDE

“HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS”
Daily 11am-5pm

“MIDNIGHT SPECIALS”
Sunday-Thursday 9pm-12mid

ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND!
8345 SW BARBUR BLVD. • 503-244-7630 • OPEN DAILY 11AM - 2:30AM
DANCER AUDITIONS DAILY 11AM-3PM • TEXT OR CALL 503-919-8644
3RD THURSDAY OF EVERY MONTH IS...
CONTEST NIGHT!
THURSDAY, MAY 20TH

DOUBLE TROUBLE
FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS
10PM - MIDNIGHT

$1 TABLE DANCES
SATURDAYS
MIDNIGHT - 2AM

JODY'S THANKS LA LUNOUX PHOTOGRAPHY,
HEAVEN'S CLOSET AND TJS HOGGERS
FOR SPONSORING OUR THINK PINK EVENT IN APRIL.
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE CAUSE,
GO TO WWW.JJSJIGGLERS.COM

NEW SPECIALS 7AM-7PM
THURSDAYS
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT TACOS $2

COME CHECK OUT OUR GAME ROOM!

GIRLS NEEDED!
CALL KATHY FOR AUDITIONS • (503) 318-1475
Always looking for hot New Girls! Call Club for details!

BRING YOUR MILITARY I.D. IN MAY FOR PRICE DISCOUNTS!

SPECIAL: Azul Tequila!
No cover charge in May!

WE DO BACHELOR PARTIES AT YOUR PLACE OR OURS! CALL TO BOOK!

www.Myspace.com/ClubHardCandy

MON.-SAT. NOON-2:30AM SUN. 4PM-2:30AM • 940 COMMERCIAL ST. NE • SALEM, OR • 503-365-2802
FULL BAR • CAGE STAGE • TAXI DANCING • DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS • V.I.P. AND PILLOW DANCES • HOME OF THE $1 LAP DANCE • 2-FOR-1 DANCES ON TUESDAYS

PORTLAND'S BEST KEPT SECRET!

Hawthorne Strip
Customer Appreciation Night
JOSÉ CuERVIT
SaturDay, May 15th • 8Pm-2:30Amp
Come out and try our new brother and sister and tons of raffle prizes and giveaways including:
- Adults gifts from Coopers
- Gift certificates from Coopers
- Lap dances
- And more!

NEW LIVE MODELS!
Call for more info: 503-493-3943

Sincere
AND MANY MORE MODELS!
Model hours: NOON-10PM

ExoticNights Books
Adult Novelty & DVD's
5520 NE Milw Blv

10 exotic magazine | xmag.com
**Fantasyland**

**ADULT SUPER STORE**

503-555-4667 - 16014 SE 82nd Drive - Just east of 205 off the Estacada Exit

**Come On In!**

- DVDs STARTING AT $9.99
- KAMA SUTRA
- GREAT GIFTS & TOYS
- EXOTIC OILS
- LOTIONS & CREAMS
- DVD SALES & RENTALS
- FULL ARCADE

**NEW EXPANDED MOVIES AND NEW RELEASES SECTION.**
**ALSO HARD TO FIND EUROPEAN TITLES.**
**VERY CLEAN STATE-OF-THE-ART DIGITAL VIDEO ARCADE BOOTHS.**
**NEWLY EXPANDED TOBACCO/PIPE ACCESSORY SECTION WITH AN ASSORTMENT OF GLASS PIPES.**
**ASSORTMENT OF ADULT TOYS AND HERBAL ENHANCEMENTS.**
**THE LARGEST SELECTION OF CURRENT MAGAZINE TITLES AND MAG PACKS IN TOWN!**
**AND A LOT MORE FOR ALL YOUR ADULT PLEASURES!**

---

**AREA 69**

**OPEN 7 DAYS 1PM-2AM**

7720 SE 82nd Ave. Portland, OR
(1 mile south of Foster Rd.) 503-774-5544

6 BOXES FOR $45

1/2 OFF SPECIAL PRICED DVDS!

---

**YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME...**

**Bottoms Up!**

- SECOND STORY SMOKING DECK WITH A GREAT VIEW!
- **CINCO DE MAYO WEDNESDAY, MAY 5TH**
- **$1.75 BEERS!**

---

**CARMEN**

**FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIALS!**

**GREAT FOOD! GREAT ATMOSPHERE! GREAT DANCERS!**
**NOW AUDITIONING - CALL CLUB FOR DETAILS**

**COCKTAILS • FOOD • DANCERS**

OPEN @ NOON 7 DAYS A WEEK

16900 NW St. Helens Rd. • (503) 314-9514
JUST 10 MINUTES AWAY FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND
 Appearing At Taboo
Adult Video In Portland

From 7pm-11pm On Saturday, May 8th,
The Star Of Pirates II: Stagett's Revenge,
Fly Girlz & Teachers...
Digital Playground's Own...

JESSE JANE!
@ Taboo Video 2380 SE 82nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97216

There Will Be Door Prizes
And Lots Of Giveaways.
Special Pricing On All Jesse Jane
Merchandise. Get There Early!
Visit Our Website For More Details!
www.TabooVideo.com

ALL $9.95 DVDs
ARE 3 FOR $20!

82ND AVE. TABOO 503-777-6033
2330 SE 82ND AVE. PORTLAND, OR

MLK BLVD TABOO 503-239-1678
237 SE MLK BLVD. PORTLAND, OR

TABOO VANCOUVER 360-254-1126
4811 NE 94TH AVE. VANCOUVER, WA
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SUNDAYS
2-for-1 Lap Dances

TUESDAYS
$1 Taxi Dances

MONDAYS
$1 Taxi Dances

WEDNESDAYS
2-for-1 Lap Dances

EGYPT

Full Lottery

TIA FOXX

Lottery Coming Soon!

OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY
3532 SE POWELL BLVD.
(503) 234-6033

OPEN 9AM-2:30AM DAILY
8000 SE FOSTER RD.
(971) 230-0047

FULL BAR AT
BOTH CLUBS!
SPECIALS!!!
6PM-8PM DAILY &
11PM-MIDNIGHT
SUN-THUR

What’s Your Dream?

SHOWER SHOWS!
PRIVATE DOMINATION ROOM!
$20 OFF HOUSE FEES ON SUNDAYS!

Now selectively hiring beautiful and qualified entertainers.
Call Lexus 503-515-4519

6644 SE 82ND AVE. • 503-775-6665
10518-B NE SANDY BLVD. • 503-252-5559
OPEN 10AM — 4AM 7 DAYS A WEEK
Feature Performer
The World Renowned "Blaze" Every Wed. & Sat.

George's
DANCIN' BEAR
BARE
8440 N INTERSTATE AVE.
PORTLAND, OR 97217 • 503-285-9073

Minor Mondays!
Specials All Night
Portland’s Hottest 18-20 Year Old Dancers

Two-Fer Tuesday
Two Girls On Each Stage & Two Girl Table Dances Starting At 9PM
Two Tacos For $2.50 All Day Long and Lots of Other Specials

Wild Wednesdays
You Never Know What The MC Will Come Up With!!!

Thirsty Thursdays!
Lucky 13 Rock & Roll Party May 15th
Girl Fights May 27th

Friday & Saturday
Party With 3 Stages & 9 Girls With No Waiting!

Sunday Workshop
Services Start At 11:30AM
Specials All Day Long, Free Pool Too!
Sports On The Big Screens

"Not A Gentlemen's Club – Just A Good Old Fashioned Strip Club!"
NOW OPEN EARLY FOR BREAKFAST! OPEN DAILY 7:00AM-2:30AM

- FULL LIQUOR BAR! DAILY SPECIALS!
- $1 WELL DRINKS - ALL DAY, EVERY DAY!
- V.I.P ROOM W/ SEMI-PRIVATE STAGE AND PLASMA TV
- CORPORATE, BACHELOR AND BIRTHDAY PARTY PACKAGES
- 3 STAGES, FULL BAR, FULL MENU, LOTTERY GAMES, NO COVER!
- MEN, WOMEN AND COUPLE FRIENDLY
- BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY • $5 STEAK DINNER

FALCO’S PUB
503-477-9628 • DAILY 11:00AM - 2:30AM

>> $5 STEAK DINNER

>> 8 TVs AND 1 BIG SCREEN TV
WATCH BLAZER GAMES ON THE BIG SCREEN!

>> POOL TABLES, DART BOARDS, GAMES
POOL LEAGUES AND TOURNAMENTS

>> FULL BAR & FULL MENU - WITH BREAKFAST ALL DAY

>> KARAOKE - THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT

WEDNESDAY, MAY 5th
Cinco De Mayo Party

JELL-O WRESTLING
THURSDAY, MAY 20th
SPONSORED BY:

Www.mysticpdx.com
www.myspace.com/mysticgentlemensclub

9950 SE STARK ST. • 503-477-9523
CORNER OF 59TH & WASHINGTON - 2 BLOCKS OFF I-205

Mystic Welcomes您es!
Bella Donna

Auditions
EVERY NIGHT 9PM-10PM
(503) 740-7141

938 E. BURNSIDE · 503.236-1125 · OPEN 2:30PM TO 2:30AM DAILY

www.UnionJacksClub.com

Full Bar · Full Menu

2 Stages, Private Dances

Alternative Friendly
New, Upscale Downtown Gentlemen’s Club

SPYCE
GENTLEMEN’S CLUB

33 NW 2nd Ave. • Portland, OR 97209 • (at the corner of 2nd and Couch)
503-243-4646 • myspace.com/spycepdx • Mon.-Sun. 3:00pm-2:30am

SPYCE IS NOW TWYCE AS NYCE!
2 FLOORS. 3 BARS.
40 GIRLS. 1 CLUB.

DON’T MISS SPYCE DAY SHIFT:
7 DAYS A WEEK FROM 3PM - 9PM
FEATURING HOT, NEW GIRLS WEEKLY

ASK ABOUT OUR DOLLAR MENU
WHEN YOU BUY A DANCE
THURS - SAT 3PM - 7PM

FRIDAYS: $9.99 STEAK & LOBSTER
FROM 3PM - 9PM ONLY!
Back in February, Exotic introduced you to a whole slew of silver screen stinkers dedicated to the peeling profession. While those films were deservedly panned by us, critics and audiences, the question arises: what about Hollywood's take on Exotic's other favorite subject, porn? Fortunately, Tinsel Town has been much fairer to its neighboring film industry on the opposite side of the Hollywood Hills. Adult film has always shown a tongue-in-cheek admiration for legitimate cinema—famously releasing titles, such as Glad He Ate Her, Ass Ventura: Crack Detective and the impeccably named Schindler's Fist. With the current slew of adaptations and remakes, it is obvious that screenwriters know imitation is the sincerest form of flattery and so produced some exceptional films relating to the world of hardcore porn. Since the author of this article would like to put some use to the three terms of film classes he took and would like to divert the early warning signs of fuck-film-overload, this column will recommend some DVDs that you don't have to go into the back room to rent. But don't get too worried, next month it's back to porn. Who says there's some rule that you can't jack off to any of these movies?

**VIDEODROME**: Long before he stole the identity of Peter Griffin, actor James Woods made a name for himself in David Cronenberg’s 1982 gore-fest VIDEODROME. Woods plays cable producer Max Renn, who is looking for intense programming for his Cinemax-style cable channel. After he stumbles across the hardcore S&M program entitled VIDEODROME, Renn and his sex-psychologist girlfriend Nikki Brand, played by Debbie Harry of Blondie, stumble into a world of kinky sex and violent hallucinations stemming from brain-tumor-inducing transmissions hidden in the porn movie’s signal. Cronenberg, who has always been a filmmaker known to take risks, had some familiarity with adult entertainment and understood its potential by casting 70s porn queen Marilyn Chambers in his earlier film Rabid, in an attempt to legitimize her career. Though the plot may be too complex and themes dated for some, VIDEODROME came out during a time when people started realizing the consequences of the 70s sexual revolution and were not afraid to explore the darker and far less glamorous side of human sexuality. If all else fails, you can watch this movie for the exploding head, tumor-shooting penis gun and flesh-made videotape. David Cronenberg may have tried to destroy the image of the videocassette with this film, but it was another film of his that actually killed it—2005's A History of Violence was the last mainstream feature to be released on VHS.

**BODY DOUBLE**: Fresh off the success of Scarface, director Brian De Palma also tried his hand in a porn-related film with 1984's Body Double. Nightmare on Elm Street 3 actor Craig Wasson plays struggling actor Jake Scully, whose wife kicks him out hours after he has been fired from acting in a B-movie. Now homeless, Scully gets a job house-sitting in an art-deco apartment where he can watch his beautiful, brunette neighbor masturbate nightly—which ultimately leads him into witnessing her murder. After he sees pornstar Holly Body, played by Melanie Griffith, do the exact routine his “deceased” neighbor did, Scully goes deep undercover into the word of 80s era porn to solve a mystery. For preparation, Brian De Palma spent time with adult actress Annette Haven for research and asked her to make a cameo in the film (giving the movie some legitimacy with many in the adult film community). Released only about a year before Reagan’s congressional investigation of the effects of pornography as well as the Traci Lords controversy, Body Double was met with harsh criticism from religious and feminist groups that claimed the movie’s violence was misogynistic and blamed it for not demonizing the adult entertainment industry. Initially, critics where not kind to the film either, claiming that it was a direct rip-off of Hitchcock’s Rear Window, rather than an homage. But in the years since its release, Body Double has gained a lot of traction as one of De Palma’s signature films. Though it may always be under the shadow of Scarface, it has since helped establish him as one of the finest American directors of his generation.

**BOOGIE NIGHTS**: The 26-year-old director Paul Thomas Anderson may have wrote the final word for films about the porn industry with the nearly flawlessly written Boogie Nights in 1997. Taking place in the late 70s and early 80s adult film industry, Boogie Nights is the story of Dirk Diggler, a troubled teenager who finds his calling after he meets porn director Jack Horner played by Burt Reynolds. Loosely based on the career of porn legend John Holmes, Boogie Nights shows the audience the world of adult entertainment unbiased and in a matter-of-fact method with the highs and lows of fame, drugs, family, achievement and greed. Though people like
Al Goldstein of Screw magazine objected to the film’s portrayal of the 70s porn industry. *Boogie Nights* is heavy on style. However, its crowning achievement is credited to its talented cast, including Julianne Moore, Don Cheadle, John C. Reilly and William H. Macy. It’s also known for the star-making performance of Mark Wahlberg, who was previously only known for underwear ads and as the leader of the Funky Bunch. *Boogie Nights* has since become one of the seminal films of the 90s and is usually on the list of the decade’s best, along with *Pulp Fiction* and *Goodfellas*. If you haven’t seen this movie yet, consider this official encouragement from people who know the subject a little too well. But, if you need any more incentive to see this movie, Heather Graham shows a full frontal.

**THE PEOPLE VS. LARRY FLYNT:** With films like *JFK* and the recent *World Trade Center*, Oliver Stone has proven time and time again that he is one of the first public figures to properly interpret contemporary American history. Although he may only have producing credit, *The People vs. Larry Flynt* is no exception to Stone’s reputation for being one of the few in Hollywood to overtly explore political issues in his films. After working with Stone on *Natural Born Killers*, Woody Harrelson gives an Oscar-nominated performance as Hustler magazine’s founder, Larry Flynt. Director Milos Forman tells the story of the mediocre rise of one of the most prominent, and possibly the most powerful, figures to ever work within hardcore pornography. The movie chronicles everything from Flynt’s childhood, the first incarnations of Hustler magazine (which actually began similarly to this one), his 1978 assassination attempt, outlandish public behavior and, most notably, his landmark free speech case victory in the Supreme Court against televangelist Jerry Falwell. Though the film is mostly remembered for its politically charged narrative, it also includes a surprising and convincing performance by Courtney Love, as Larry’s wife Althea who died of AIDS in 1987 (playing a junkie is a real stretch). Like other critically successful films about pornography, this film didn’t escape its share of controversy—most notably from feminist icon and ultimate trophy-lay, Gloria Steinem. Love it or hate it, this is one of the few modern films that have a clear political point.

**RATED X:** Emilio Estevez made his directorial debut with this Showtime original movie. Emilio and his brother Charlie Sheen act out the real life story of porn pioneers, the Mitchell Brothers—creators of the classic adult film *Behind the Green Door*. It’s a classic rise and fall story that deals with the Mitchell Brothers venture into porn, the success of *Behind the Green Door* and the effect it has on their lives (which leaves one of them dead and one in jail). *Rated X* has more than its fair share of limitations. It obviously feels like a pet project of the Sheen brothers. They could have used a few more script treatments and it seems to be confined to a production budget of an Ernest movie. It’s also apparent that the part of the story pertaining to porn is obviously capitalizing on *Boogie Nights* and *The People vs. Larry Flynt*, with what seems like rehashed dialogue about free speech and the effects of video on the porn business. Nevertheless, Sheen and Estevez really seized a great opportunity to tell one of those rare-but-better-than-fiction stories of degradation and volatility between two rivaling brothers—seems more dynamic and sincere coming from two real-life brothers. *Rated X* is a worthwhile movie, but it’s really the kind of movie you watch in a deserted motel. To be fair, it’s a hell of a lot better than the piece of shit on-demand choices provided by the Red Lion Inn.
CELEBRATE CINCO DE MAYO AT THE DOLPHIN CLUBS!

JOIN US FOR SPICY SPECIALS ALL DAY LONG WITH PRIZES AND GIVEAWAYS BY DON JULIO, BUD LIGHT LIME, CORONA AND CASTLE SUPERSTORES.

DOLPHIN 1
17180 SE McLoughlin Blvd. • 503-654-9366

Priscilla
Desarae
Cassie
The Dolphin Clubs
Setting The Standards In Gentlemen's Entertainment

Jordyn
Jovan
Kae

DOLPHIN II
10860 SW BEAVERTON HILLSDALE HWY. • 503-627-0666
Allow me to apologize in advance, as some of this month’s topics might be touching on one or two reoccurring themes, albeit with some new twists. Not too long ago I addressed the “fame monster” that often becomes associated with being a public figure as a writer for this magazine. During a photo shoot I was sitting in on last month, I was approached by the model’s significant other who couldn’t wait to meet Spooky X. The kid even told me he was a little star struck while he was talking to me. The thing about this is, he’s meeting John Voge and not Spooky X. Spooky X was actually killed in a drug overdose back in late 2003, (shortly after a faked publicity stunt announcing his demise appeared in these pages in 2002). He was never a very nice guy at all. The only reasons you see this article tagged with the name of a corpse each month are to maintain continuity and because sometimes John Voge tends to say things that he doesn’t necessarily want his name directly attached to. Pseudonyms are about as common amongst writers as they are in the world of exotic dancers and for the same reason (for the most part). They allow you the freedom to not be held directly accountable for your own actions. In a dancer’s case, you can change your name with the change of the weather. Whether you’re hiding from stalkers and angry ex’s or trying to fool that booking agent that fired you three years ago, you are only one name change away from a clean slate. The metamorphoses of a fresh name can be a cleansing process—unless, of course, your alter-ego has started to build a name for him or herself that overshadows the true puppet master behind the facade. Such is the case with Spooky X. Because of this, he shall remain in the imaginary limelight for now. The advantage of this is that the first bullet will be his. If it allows me to live a little longer, I suppose he’ll have to remain a necessary evil in my life. With that, I’ll turn this over to that nasty bastard as we have a little bit of shit-disturbing headed your way.

**WARNING:** To all dancers about to read the following, please do not take offense. Most of the content in the next section is all written in sarcasm and in no way, shape or form directed toward any actual person(s). The text in italics is actually direct quotations from actual, real, live exotic dancers that chose to share their views in a public forum. Their names have been withheld to protect both the guilty and the innocent.

**THE CRYING GAME**

As a strip club DJ, you are often put in a position as the heavy when it comes to your interaction with entertainers. I believe Statutory Ray calls himself a dance commander, but I consider myself more of a flesh wrangler, as dancing is often not even part of the equation (depending on where you’re working). Your job has four important responsibilities:

1. To play whatever tired crap the girls request of you and, if possible, persuade them not to play the same Santogold song more than once a night.
2. To make sure that the customers at the rack are behaving and meeting their financial obligations as enthusiasts of the clothing-deficient arts.
3. To police the behavior of the dancers themselves. Simply said, make sure they are not breaking the law. This can include saying something as simple as “Put your fucking shoes back on Barbie!” or in the extreme, “How many times do I have to tell you to put that penis back where you found it?”

4. Last, and certainly not least (this is where Statutory’s dance commander term comes into play), you are assigned the rather difficult task of making sure that the dancers actually make it on stage.

The last item on this list led to an inciting incident that birthed this whole rant. Let me explain to not only my loyal readers, but to the dancers who might be unclear on how this might work. The stage is a required part of the exotic dancer’s responsibilities. It falls somewhere in between the private dances, the chain smoking in the alley behind the club and hustling customers to buy them drinks. Generally, an appearance on stage (depending on the number of stages in said club) is required anywhere from once every 20 minutes to once an hour. When a dancer fails to perform the apparently difficult task of finding the stage in her proper order, the delicate balance of rotating 20 dancers becomes a total clusterfuck. Not that it really upsets me all that much, mind you, but the dancers themselves suffer. Much like the butterfly effect, when a stage is empty for one or two songs the “responsible” dancer following the fucktard that missed her stage is now facing an empty rack and forced to pay the price for her coworker’s lack of responsibility. With proper warning, this can be averted by simply putting up another willing dancer to fill the void that the “invisible dancer” has created. Usually, this requires a strange thing called communication between the dancer and the DJ (a task that apparently comes at great pain to some entertainers).

There is one type of club that overrides almost everything that we are discussing right now. These are the clubs that charge a heftier fee for private dances and actually take a cut out of the entertainer’s fees. In these clubs, a dancer’s number one priority is not to be on stage at her call time. If she is rocking someone’s world for a two-hour private dance marathon then
she can stay back there all night. But if this is not the case, as it is in
the club I work at, an empty stage means losing money to the club
just as much as dead air can mean to a DJ. Last week, a new dancer
(who had supposedly just been canned from one of the clubs that
receives a “commission” per private dance) missed her back stage
(aka the not so $$$ stage) on a very busy Friday evening. After
searching the club high and low, she was nowhere to be found. She
eventually emerged from private-dance-land a half-hour later, just
in time to make it on time for her front stage (aka the $$$ stage).
Before allowing this obviously confused entertainer to hop up
on the $$$ stage, I found it my duty to explain, ever so politely, the
error of her ways. Instead of the usually innocent apology, I was
informed that it was not her responsibility to be on stage and that she
“was not embarrassed” she missed her stage at all. When you’re
dealing with 20 demanding entertainers a night, there’s not a lot of
room for turning the other cheek once the line has been crossed. I
informed her that her embarrassment was of no concern to me whatsoever,
however, when the front stage security calls me in the booth wondering
where “the bitch on the back stage is” it becomes a problem for everyone.
Quick translation for you, I apparently just called her a bitch. After dismissing
the conversation completely at this point, little miss stomps off to the bar
manager to complain about the fucking Nazi DJ making pretty girls cry.
You’d think that crouching over a use-
less computer on a pseudo-stairwell
that doubles as a DJ booth would at
least foster some empathy toward the
delicate flowers forced to meet the dif-
ficult task of being on stage ONCE AN
HOUR. But no, this DJ has actually
considered starting a football-pool-
type-thing called The Crying Game—
whereas, odds of making someone cry
would be assigned to each girl based
on the thickness of their skin. Appar-
ently, I’ve cracked some of the hardest
shells and this girl was no exception.
The fact that I made her cry didn’t
really faze me. Earlier in the evening,
little-miss-thing had asked me, “Why do I make so much more
money than the older girls that do all these pole tricks when I don’t
even know a single pole trick?” I wish I had answered with the
following (a contribution from one of the forum users). You’re
fresh meat, that’s why you’re making money. When you first start
at a new club you make bank from anywhere between six months to
a year. Then your money slows down as you start to become jaded
and you will go through a period of not making any money
at all. Then there will be some new girl missing her stages.
You’ll wake up one day and realize you aren’t really hot shit
at all. Maybe then you will make it onto your stage, on time.
As for The Crying Game? No, in spite of popular opinion. I’m
actually not so much of an asshole to profit in upsetting the danc-
ers, even the ones who clearly have it coming. I am however, not
too proud to take pleasure in what occurred the next evening when
the crying stripper returned to the club to scowl at me from the
end of the bar—so she could show her boyfriend the bad man
who made her cry. After about an hour, she managed to get herself
thrown out for fondling another dancer on stage. Which appar-
ently, she wasn’t embarrassed about at all. Of course she wasn’t,
and why should she be? I’m sure she’ll be on the schedule tomor-
row night ready to fuck up my night again. At least she can always
just change her name.
INK ‘N’ PINK
As you’re reading this, unless you are on top of your game, you
have already missed the first two Ink ‘N’ Pink events at George’s
Dancin’ Bare and Club Rouge. Fortunately, the event is just picking up
momentum with two more preliminary qualifying rounds coming to the
Lucky Devil Lounge on Friday, May 7th and Casa Diablo on Thursday, May
13th. These will be the last two opportunities for Portland’s sexiest tattooed
entertainers to throw down their ink and qualify for the semi-finals coming
to the Pallas Club on May 29th and the finale at Dante’s on June 11th—
when the new Queen of Ink will be crowned. It’s the sixth year of Ink ‘N’
Pink, so you can be sure these events will be something you’ll hate yourself
for missing. Expect some big names competing in this year’s competition.
Just tell ‘em you’re from Erotic City
at the door and receive half-off one admission (finals excluded) with the
purchase of another full-price admission.

Until next time Portland, enjoy the
sunshine while it lasts and just re-
member we’ll be waiting for you on
the dark side when the sun sets.

FEATURED EVENTS
Sat. May 1 - Club Rouge - Ink ‘N’ Pink Preliminary Round 1 – your first
chance to qualify for the semi-finals with Exotic magazine giveaways,
tattoo contests & tattoo certificates
Wed. May 5 - The Dolphin Clubs – Cinco De Mayo Celebration
with spicy specials all-day long plus prizes & giveaways from Don
Julio, Bud Light Lime, Corona & Castle Superstores.
The Pallas Club – Cinco De Mayo Fiesta with give-
aways!
Mystic Gentlemen’s Club – Cinco De Mayo Party
continued on page 28
Jessie
Cum in and play with me!

Appearing exclusively at
Passionate Dreams
10518-B NE Sandy Blvd.
503-252-5559

Sun. - Tues. 10AM-5PM
Wed. 7PM-4AM

I want to be
Your new playground!
Mature gentlemen preferred!

Kennedy

Appearing exclusively @
Hunnies
3020 NE 82nd Ave.
(503) 294-8226

Mondays
5PM - 2AM
Thursdays
5PM - 2AM

Brooke

Appearing exclusively at
Hunnies
8520 NE 82nd Ave.
(503) 254-4226

Wed. - Nights / Thurs. - Days / Sat. - Days / Sun. - Nights

Heather

Now at
Brittani’s Secret
12503 SE Division #C
503-285-7058
Open 24 Hours
Petite Blonde
Previously from Beaverton
PARTY WITH THE PROS!

exotic

knows how
to do it right on the

CHILLIN’ PARTY BUS

We want to take you out for a night on the town at some of our favorite hot spots. Enjoy the Exotic V.I.P. treatment in a luxury ride with over 200 sq. ft. of party room.

Contact Mariah@xmag.com or call 503.888.3929 to make your reservation today!

---

NEW LOCATION ON THE BEACH IN LINCOLN CITY!

PRIVATE ADULT ENTERTAINMENT AND LINGERIE MODELING

FULL NUDE LIVE MODELS

CUM GET FILTHY WITH US!

MEN, WOMEN AND COUPLES WELCOME

PRIVATE PARKING AND ENTRANCE IN REAR

OPEN 24 HOURS
1410 NW 14TH ST.
LINCOLN CITY, OR 97367
503-569-2119

LOCATED UNDER
AUNT MARY’S / FILTHY CABBAGE
ON THE CORNER OF HWY. 101 AND 14TH ST.

---

Jody’s 30

Now Hiring Motivated and Reliable Entertainers for One of the Northwest’s Premier Gentlemen’s Clubs!

• Must be determined & dependable
• Top-quality clientele offering big $$$ opportunities
• Friendly, safe & secure environment
• Earn cash daily!

Call Kathy (503) 318-1475 to schedule an audition

---

Oregon’s Very Own, Internationally Known...

Acropolis

8325 SE McLoughlin Blvd. • (503) 237-9611

$3.50 STEAK SPECIAL
51 BEERS ON TAP
300 LIQUOR VARIETIES
4 HUGE STAGES

Ladies!

Tired of all the hustle?

Work in a hustle-free environment for auditions call

Jimmy 503-910-2682 or

Tony 503-910-2853

Featuring

Holly Torre & Phoenix
continued from page 25

**Fri. May 7 - Lucky Devil Lounge** - Ink ‘N’ Pink Preliminary Round 2 – your chance to qualify for the semi-finals with Exotic magazine giveaways, tattoo contests & tattoo certificates

**Sat. May 8 - Taboo Video (82nd Ave.)** – Adult film legend Jesse Jane from 7pm -11pm with door prizes, giveaways & special pricing on all Jesse Jane merchandise

**Devils Point** – The Spittin’ Cobras

**Stars Cabaret (Beaverton)** – Sin Bad Pirate Party & Nickelback concert after-party

**Sun. May 9 - Dante’s** – Witchburn, LSD&D & Adrian and the Sickness (before Sinferno)


**Sat. May 15 - Rose City Strip** – Customer Appreciation Night with free stuff & specials too damn good to put in print

**Dante’s** – KUFO presents Smoohkknob’s Pimps ‘N’ Hos Ball

**Hawthorne Strip** – José Cuervo presents Customer Appreciation Night - come sample Cuervo Tradicional and Cuervo Silver plus tons of giveaways & raffle prizes from Cathie’s & Tennessee Reds.

**George’s Dancin’ Bare** – Lucky 13 Rock & Roll Party

**Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport)** – Fever – The Disco Party

**Wed. May 19 - Stars Cabaret (Beaverton)** – Hustler film star Lisa Ann (Who’s Nailin’ Paylin)

**Thu. May 20 - Safari Showclub** – the return of 2-girl stages

**Mystic Gentlemen’s Club** – Rockstar & Hedlok Clothing present Jell-O wrestling

**Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport)** – Hustler film star Lisa Ann (Who’s Nailin’ Paylin)

**Fri. May 21 - Dante’s** – The Accused

**Stars Cabaret (Salem)** – Hustler film star Lisa Ann (Who’s Nailin’ Paylin)

**Sat. May 22 - Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport)** – Stripperband

**Devils Point** – The Clampdown (Clash tribute band)

**Stars Cabaret (Bend)** – Hustler film star Lisa Ann (Who’s Nailin’ Paylin)

**Sun. May 23 - Stars Cabaret (Salem)** – Hunks –The Show – America’s Hottest Ladies’ Night – 7:30 – 10pm

**Mon. May 24 - Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport)** – Hunks –The Show – America’s Hottest Ladies’ Night – 7:30 – 10pm

**Dante’s** – Trainwreck featuring Kyle Gass of Tenacious D

**Wed. May 26 - Stars Cabaret (Bend)** – Hunks –The Show – America’s Hottest Ladies’ Night – 7:30 – 10pm

**Thu. May 27 - George’s Dancin’ Bare** – Girl Fights!

**Sat. May 29 - The Pallas Club** – The Ink ‘N’ Pink Semi-finals – come on down to help us select PDX’s top tattooed entertainers and send them to the finals! Plus Exotic magazine giveaways, tattoo contests & tattoo certificates

**Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport)** – Circus Solarium

**Sun. May 30 - Dante’s** – Fire Entertainer of the Year Awards (before Sinferno)

**WEEKLY EVENTS**

**MONDAYS**

**George’s Dancin’ Bare** – Minor Mondays featuring nothing but the sexiest young talent ages 18-20

**The Pallas Club** – Amateur Night

**Glimmers - $1 Taxi Dances**

**Devils Point** – Fire Strippers

**Stars Cabaret (Salem, Bridgeport)** – Free prime rib with paid admission 6-9pm

**TUESDAYS**

**George’s Dancin’ Bare** – Two-Fer Tuesdays with 2 girls on each stage plus 2 tacos for $2.50

**Soobie’s** – Topless bartender Tuesdays with Robyn

**Hard Candy (Salem)** – 2-for-1 table dances

**Double Dribble Lounge** – Topless Barmmaids

**Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport)** – 2-for-1 Tuesdays

**Shimmers - $1 Taxi Dances**

**WEDNESDAYS**

**Soobie’s Bar & Grill** – Lingerie Wednesdays - 11am – 7pm with your favorite beautiful bartender Robyn

**George’s Dancin’ Bare** – Wild Wednesdays

**Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport)** – Wet ‘n’ Wild Wednesdays

**Double Dribble Lounge** – Topless Barmmaids

**Shimmers – 2-for-1 lap dances**

**Stars Cabaret (Beaverton)** – Free prime rib with paid admission 6-9pm

**THURSDAYS**

**Jody’s Bar and Grill** – All you can eat tacos for $2.00

**Club Rouge** – Rockstar Energy Drink Thursdays with $3 specials all night long

**George’s Dancin’ Bare** – Thirsty Thursdays

**FRIDAYS**

**Cabaret III** – Male Revue and Fire Dancers starting at 9pm

**Soobie’s Bar & Grill** – Lingerie Fridays - 11am – 7pm with your favorite beautiful bartender Robyn

**Jody’s Bar & Grill** – Double Trouble – 10pm - Midnight

**Spyce Gentlemen’s Club** – $9.99 steak & lobster from 3pm-9pm

**SATURDAYS**

**Jody’s Bar & Grill** – Double Trouble – 10pm - Midnight and $1 table dances from Midnight till 2am

**Cabaret III** – Male Revue and Fire Dancers starting at 9pm

**SUNDAYS**

**Dante’s – Sinferno Cabaret**

**George’s Dancin’ Bare** – Sexy Sundays with Star & Lockette – Sex on Wheels & 2-girl table dances

**Devils Point** – Stripparaoke

**The Pallas Club** – Industry Night

**Glimmers – 2-for-1 lap dances**
Double Dribble
(503) 760-7096 • 13550 SE Powell

2 STAGES & FULL BAR!

HAPPY HOUR
11AM - 5PM DAILY!

$3 WELLS ALL DAY

#1 IN PORTLAND
FOR KEGS TO GO!

FOR BOOKING AND AUDITIONS CALL SEVEN (971) 570-1725

Hunnies

BIG MONEY $$$
WAITING TO BE MADE AT ONE OF PORTLAND’S BUSIEST
AND FINEST LINGERIE MODELLING ESTABLISHMENTS.
NOW SELECTIVELY HIRING ATTRACTIVE, MOTIVATED AND RELIABLE MODELS!!!
CALL FOR INFO

3520 NE 82ND AVE • OPEN 24 HOURS (503) 254-4226
First Up: The Nice But Naughty Tour

For those of you that enjoy that real, uncensored and laugh-out-loud type of comedy, I’ve got the perfect shit for you to check out. Comedienne Rissa Riss is giving Portland one of the funniest comedy showcases I’ve ever seen. Riss has been in the comedy business for over seven years now and she was born and raised right here in P-Town. Riss uniquely intertwines comedy, spoken word and live R&B into an incredibly entertaining show each Saturday night beginning at 10 p.m. The event takes place downtown at AJ’s on the Rails, located at 1022 Southwest Morrison and the cover charge is only five dollars. One of the other things I dig about the show is that there’s an open mic segment for local comedians, artists and poets. I had the pleasure of checking out the tour a couple times and I haven’t missed a show yet. Rissa Riss has a format that flows from beginning to end. She opens each show by welcoming everyone while at the same time crackin’ on the people coming in late—make sure you get there early. Since she is the show’s promoter, Rissa keeps a keen eye on the front door and will let yo’ ass have it for trying to get in free. The Nice But Naughty Tour features Lance Edwards, a comedian that knows how to give good visuals of his gut-grabbing stories that will have you crackin’ up during his entire routine. This cat definitely has what it takes to make it big. Riss also features two extremely funny comediennes, Carmen Anderson and Veronica Heath. These ladies will hit you in the funny bone every Saturday night. I was quite impressed and will be there each and every show. If you’re looking for an alternative to the local club scene on Saturday nights, make sure you check out The Nice But Naughty Tour and get your laugh on!

Next Up: Lupe Returns

Chicago’s own Lupe Fiasco returns to Portland! There are many unimpressive artists in this industry that I have seen live on stage, but then there are those that stick out from the rest and have left nothing but good impressions. Lupe Fiasco puts his heart and soul not just into his music, but into his live shows. All of us have paid crazy prices for concert tickets, only to feel disappointed at the show’s end. We have also paid to see artists that have truly given the crowd its money’s worth—Lupe brings it each time! He has a style all of his own and still gives you those lyrical dope flows that leave you with a positive message. He will be in town on Thursday, May 6, 2010, performing live at the Roseland Theater. The show starts at 8 p.m. and it’s an all-ages event. For ticket info, hit up ticketswest.com. Shout out to Double Tee Concerts for continuing to bring top-notch entertainment to town. To those of you in Eugene, make sure to check out Nas and Damian Marley on May 22nd at the Cuthbert Amphitheater. Tickets are also on sale now. I will be driving down there for that one! Much love to all my friends in Eugene.

Club Hoppin’

Thursday nights have been on and crackin’ at the Gossip! For those of you out there that can appreciate a good DJ, promoters that keep it flavorful and security that’s on point, this is the place to be. Each Thursday night, check out DJ “X” Factor, DJ George, and DJ Oso Fresh at Club Gossip. It’s located at 113th and NE Halsey.

Ice Cream Sundays: Adult Industry Night

I’ve recently linked up with my guy Steve and Flawless Productions to bring a night for entertainers, dancers, artists, promoters and DJs to network and mingle. Flawless Productions has always impressed me with their events and promotions. I have hosted a few of their functions in the past and look forward to co-promoting Ice Cream Sundays with them. It’s on a Sunday night so all of our friends and associates in the entertainment industry that work on Fridays and Saturdays have a place to kick it at on their day off. Ice Cream Sundays also takes place at Club Gossip’s Ultra Lounge. The address is 11340 NE Halsey. Spread the word and hope to see you there! For more info, contact me at whatzcrackintv@gmail.com. Until next month, y’all keep it crackin’!

One love,
J.Mack
SIZE DOES MATTER!
(THE BIG BUS WITH A LITTLE PRICE)

CHILLIN’ PARTY BUS

OVER 200 SQ. FT. OF PARTY ROOM!
• 5X5 DANCE FLOOR WITH A POLE
• 2 TVs WITH DVD PLAYER
• STATE-OF-THE-ART STEREO FROM KINGPIN WITH IPOD HOOK UP
• 4 FT. BAR WITH A BEER TAP FOR YOUR KEG!

CHILLIN’ PARTY BUS IS THE ONLY PARTY BUS THAT HAS THEIR OWN PARTY HOSTESS! SHE SPENDS THE WHOLE NIGHT MAKING SURE YOU HAVE FUN!

CHILLIN’ VIP CARD
GET YOUR VIP CARD FOR FREE WITH THE BUS!
DISCOUNTS AND SPECIALS ALL YEAR
• VIP FREE ENTRY WITH CARD
• NO WAITING IN LINES
• DISCOUNTS ON YOUR FOOD BILL

ALL THIS AND WE KEPT THE PRICE AFFORDABLE
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE FOR BIG SAVINGS!
CHILLINPARTY.COM
(503) 349-0660
My Free Implants

My mom has a perfect rack. She always has, and I envy it. I remember wondering and dreaming at a young age about the day mine would come. In high school, she reassured me that they were on their way. Time proved that Mom is always right. But what happens when you are eight years old and you find out mom’s perfect racks are a fake? That dreams of one day looking like mine just might mean a boob job. That the perfect rack you have envied just might come at a really high price.

That’s what happened to Exotic’s good friend, Sylvia Go-Go. A tattooed hottie we met years ago cocktailating at the Boom Boom Room and have watched her Go-Go down Sinferno at Dante’s on countless Sundays. She even helped us pick this month’s covergirl, Cricket by helping us judge POLEROTICA. Sylvia came to me recently with an idea that I thought was great. A free boob job paid for by strangers all around the world. Maybe even your pervy next door neighbor? The power of the Internet never ceases to amaze me. Since 2005, MyFreeImplants.com has helped close to 600 ladies achieve the boobies of their dreams. It’s a social networking site based on the simple fact that all the ladies are like Sylvia, longing for boobs of their own. Girls set up their own personal profiles with a short bio, pictures and even video. They are able to blog and message freely. It is up to the girls to set their own limits as far as how unhindered they want to be. Benefactors also set up profiles for free but if you want to really play, you got to pay. That’s right, you have to buy credits to message the girls and a membership for unrestricted access. Once a girl reaches her preset monetary goal, the website pays directly to the doctor of the girl’s choice.

It’s a secret that we at Exotic love and that’s why we want to help Sylvia achieve her goal a little faster. I asked her to share a little more with all of us. I have always wanted to be able to lick my own nipple. I hate not liking the lingerie I wear. I don’t like the fact that I can take pride in knowing you helped a young woman improve her self-image and have some fun along the way. Think of it as beautifying the world, one boob job at a time!

S: I want to reach my goal in a clean way. I won’t show any nudity online. You never know what can happen with those pictures or where they can pop up later. There is this contest section of the website where benefactors host contests with their own money. A few that are running right now, for example, are:

-Send me a very sexy video of (1. sex 2. blow job 3. strip tease or 4. using toys on yourself) Winner receives $150.00, 39 girls have entered!

-Send me a picture of your pussy; Winner receives $50, 20 girls have entered.

-XXX pictures: Missionary, Doggie Style, Woman on top, and any other from the Kama Sutra. Winner receives $5 and 30 girls have entered!

-M: What's the one thing you look forward to wearing with your new breasts?
-S: I want 500cc silicone implants. I have even seen contests paying out as much as $300, but those are things I will not do.

-M: Do you have a game plan for your MFI experience?
-S: I plan to be on there daily and really try to make personal, not just visual connections. Hopefully I can meet local people who can come visit me at the club. Maybe they will even come in regularly to check on their investment.

-M: Is there anything you are not willing to do for free boobs?
-S: I want to reach my goal in a clean way. I won’t show any nudity online. You never know what can happen with those pictures or where they can pop up later. There is this contest section of the website where benefactors host contests with their own money. A few that are running right now, for example, are:

-Send me a very sexy video of (1. sex 2. blow job 3. strip tease or 4. using toys on yourself) Winner receives $150.00, 39 girls have entered!

-M: How big are you planning on going?
-S: I want 500cc silicone implants. On me, that’s about a large C or small D. The procedure will cost a total of $8,200 because I am seeing a specialist at OHSU to insure I will not develop keloid scars.

-M: What's one thing you look forward to wearing with your new breasts?
-S: First I plan on burning all my bras! I never want to wear a bra again. Going braless will make it so much easier to flash everybody my new assets. Eventually, I want to grow all my own vegetables and since I’ve been sober for 8 months, finding activities that don’t involve drinking.

-M: What do you want readers to know about you?
-S: That I’m a great conversationalist, intelligent and intriguing. I’m not just another girl trying to hustle you. I’m fun with or without boobs!

-M: Is there anything else we need to know?
-S: I’m hoping that when I accomplish my goal, Exotic will throw a soirée for me in celebration of my new boobies at the club of their choice.

-M: That depends, do we get to see the new twins?
-S: Of course!

-Find her page at: http://MyFreeImplants.com/models/180431/

-Let’s put the power of the Internet to the test. I challenge all of you to help a girl out. I have seen contests paying as much as $300, but those are things I will not do.

-M: What about you?
-S: I have always wanted to be able to lick my own nipple. I just think that’s sexy! You are going to have to join the site and befriend me to find out the rest.

-M: What difference do you think a boob job will make for you?
-S: It will help make me way more confident and hopefully I can make more money. Let’s be honest, sometimes in this industry boobs outweigh experience when it comes to getting the good shifts.
SHOP ONLINE AND SAVE BIG!!!
WWW.FROLICSSUPERSTORE.COM
8845 NE SANDY BLVD. • PORTLAND, OR • 503-408-9640

FROLICS YOUR #1 STORE FOR SHOES, DANCEWEAR, HOSIERY, PANTIES, BRAS, SLEEPWEAR AND COSTUMES!
ALL OUTFITS IN PICTURE AVAILABLE IN ALL SIZES. NEW SHIPMENTS EVERYDAY!

MAY SALE 50 - 80% OFF!
It's an all-too-common DJ nightmare: enter the drunken college kid with his sideways baseball cap, pint glass under left armpit who's fumbling for his wallet while approaching the DJ booth. Now it's time to explain to Brad why his request for Sublime is going to fall on deaf ears (unless, of course, Brad ponies up 20 bucks and a shot of Bullet). Not because Sublime sucks (or because they've an overrated cover band), but because the girl on stage refuses to dance to anything that she isn't entirely comfortable with. I mean, we're talking about a girl who willingly gyrates naked atop a once-cleaned, twice-stained tabletop during a Wednesday afternoon in Gresham while her meth-dealer boyfriend babysits her six kids—she needs to feel comfortable.

In a perfect world (or any other industry), the customer is always right. Aside from the cool kids with tattoos and off-duty employees sucking down free drinks, most strip club customers lack some of the basic components required to consensually fornicate with women who don't look like extras from Lord of the Rings, so they come to the club to experience a fantasy. Considering that two of the five senses (touch and smell) are pretty much irrelevant in strip clubs (illegal to touch, unwise to breathe in deeply), the sensual trifecta of vision (boobies) and taste (steaks) can be completed with a good aural experience, resulting in a happy (paying) customer. When the food is coming from a deep fryer and the girl onstage is visibly able to claim three dependents on her taxes, music can be the saving grace that keeps the bikers spending money on booze.

A common gripe from dancers that results from a DJ actually doing his job is the “I can't dance to this” phenomenon. Although strippers often consider themselves professionals in their field, the logic behind the apparent inability to perform the necessary tasks required for a particular job (in this case, the ability to move one's ass to a particular beat) is flawed if presented by a so-called expert. Imagine going to a surgeon that “just doesn’t like the whole cancer thing” or “can't find the right rhythm when doing heart surgery” but “really likes gallbladder stuff” and “can totally do broken bones if the right crowd of nurses are in attendance.” Although I've beaten this particular horse like the LAPD, it keeps coming back to life and is worth repeating: if you call yourself a dancer, learn to dance.

Clubs with multiple stages are proof that it is possible for a stripper to shake her eggs to music she doesn't like if she has no say in the matter. Although I hesitate to admit it publicly, one of my guilty DJ pleasures comes from purposefully pairing the can't-dance-to-anything-but-Akon girl with recovering-from-heroin-through-massive-exposure-to-gutter-punk-music girl. It's funny how Circle Jerks don't bother Dashantilicious when she's not on the main stage. Further proof that “you can actually dance to ______ ” can be seen Sundays at Devils Pont. Last week, I slaughtered “Baby Got Back” while Hezzy performed a standard routine that didn't seem to be affected by my off-key white rapping. Yes, there exists a certain range of music that even professional dancers won't go near. Genres in this category include nu-metal, any mainstream rap recorded after 2001, death metal and indie rock. Surprisingly, however, these residences are exactly what most strippers insist on “dancing” to and hence any logistical approach to the subject is nullified.

The issue is even more complicated when one takes into account that dancers often complain about “not feeling sexy” while certain music is playing. Although I'm a firm believer that it's not the size of the speaker but the motion of the wallet that gets strippers wet, let's just pretend for a moment that sexy music helps get ladies naked. Most of the time, strippers will find something “sexy” if it is either extraordinarily slow (“Feelin' Love” “I Crush”) or brilliantly appealing to the lowest common strip club denominator (“Wetter,” “Birthday Sex”). Although my idea of romanticism consists of a bottle of Jack and enough pills to justify legal consent, in a perfect world I would consider stuff like Marvin Gaye, Al Green or even Amy Winehouse be sexy. Yes, there are some dancers that like this type of music (if you want to hear a guaranteed good set, go check out Thursday perform at Sassy's), but they are lost in a sea of Beyoncéphiles and White Strippers.

Thus far, I have established that professionalism, logic and eroticism are missing elements in the industry that would benefit from them most. When making song requests in strip clubs, remember that the aforementioned factors are no match for the decision-making process used by the miniature disasters that have to strip naked while your song choice plays. Sometimes you can even fuck things up by requesting commonly heard songs, regardless of how much you're willing to tip. Another subject I've pissed and moaned about in the past is the “this is my song and only I can dance to it” line. Okay, if your boyfriend is in a band and you have the only copy of his album, I won’t play it for anyone else. But AC/DC is not your fucking band. You hear me? They have 200 songs, all of which are about whiskey and sex, many of them with a rap-friendly beat and none of them over (or under) four minutes. David Geffen and Rick Rubin own music. Kennedy owns shoes. End of story.

Although the whole strip-club-music dilemma could be solved by putting “Regulate,” “Don't Stop Believing” and “Santeria” on repeat, it's a far too easy solution for an overly complicated industry that deals exclusively in egos, materialism and pre-packaged rebellion. To answer your question Brad, no, I can't play any Sublime but the new Kayne West just came out and I'm sure the girl on stage will feel perfectly comfortable twirling her hair and checking her text messages while that plays.
Soobie’s
333 SE 122ND AVE. • 503-253-8892
MONDAY - SATURDAY 11AM-2:30AM, SUNDAY 4PM-2:30AM

ALL DAY, EVERY DAY
- $4 JIM, JACK AND JOSÉ
- $4 SMIRNOFF (ALL FLAVORS)
- $5 HOUSE-INFUSED VOORAS
- $6 LONG ISLANDS
- $7 PATRÓN

$6.99 10 OZ. NEW YORK OR T-BONE
$2 DAILY FOOD MENU

LINGERIE WEDNESDAYS & FRIDAYS
FROM 11AM - 7PM WITH YOUR BEAUTIFUL BARTENDER

NEWLY REMODELED: 3 STAGES, FULL BAR, FULL MENU, ALL LOTTERY!

TOPLESS TUESDAYS
WITH ROBYN BARTENDING

FOR AUDITIONS PLEASE CONTACT BRITTNEY & BRANDON © 503-998-4242

under new management!
COOS BAY
BACHELOR’S INN
63721 Edwards Rd / (541) 266-8827
1 Stage, Full Bar, Full Menu
Mon - Sat 4pm - 2am, Sun 6pm - 2am

CORVALLIS
ADULT SHOP
2315 9th St NW / (541) 754-7039
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
10am - 2am / 7 Days

EUGENE
ADULT SHOP
290 River Rd / (541) 688-5411
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days
ADULT SHOP
720 Garfield St / (541) 345-2873
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
Mon - Thurs 8am - 12am, Fri - Sat 24 Hours
B&B DISTRIBUTORS
710 W 6th Ave / (541) 683-9999
Videos, Arcade, Clothing, Novelties, Viewing Room (Watch Or Be Watched!)
24 Hours / 7 Days
IMAGINE THAT
2727 Willamette / (541) 767-6816
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Lotions & Creams
24 Hours / 7 Days
THE MILE
1030 Highway 99 / (541) 681-1869
Bar, Food, Dancers
Mon-sat 2:00 - 2:30am, Sun 3pm - 12am
SILVER DOLLAR CLUB
2620 W 10th Pl / (541) 485-2101
Beer & Wine, Food, Dancers W/ 3 Stages
Mon - Sat 11:30am - 2:30am, Sun 6pm - 2:30am

SALEM
ADULT SHOP
155 Lancaster Dr SE / (503) 585-8288
Videos, Magazines, Multi Ch. Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days
ADULT SHOP
3110 River Rd / (503) 390-4371
Videos, Magazines, Multi Ch. Arcade, Lingerie
10am - Midnight / 7 Days
ADULT SHOP
2410 Mission St SE / (503) 763-3556
Videos, Magazines, Multi Ch. Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days
BOB’S ADULT BOOKS
3815 State St / (503) 363-3846
Adult Books, Videos, 63 Ch. Arcade and Mini-theatre
9am - 2am / 7 Days
EVE’S BOUTIQUE
5530 Commercial St SE / (503) 763-6754
Videos, Magazines, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days
EVE’S BOUTIQUE
3590 Silverton Rd NE / (503) 385-8111
Lingerie, Clothing, Books, Gifts, Novelties
Mon - Thurs 10am - 12am, Fri - Sat 10am - 2am
THE FIREHOUSE
5723 Portland Rd NE / (503) 393-4782
Full Bar, Full Menu, Lottery
11am - 2am / 7 Days
HARD CANDY
940 Commercial St NE / (503) 365-2802
Full Bar, Full Menu, 2 Stages
Mon - Sat Noon - 2:30am, Sun 4pm - 2:30am
PRESLEY’S PLAYHOUSE
3803 Commercial NE / (503) 371-1565
Full Bar, Full Menu, Light-Up Dance Floor And Pole
Sun - Thurs 2pm - 2:30am, Fri - Sat 2pm - 4am
PUSSYCATS
3767 Market St NE / (503) 363-0401
18+ Over, Lingerie Modeling
24 Hours / 7 Days

SPICE VIDEO
3473 Silverton Rd / (503) 379-7080
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days
STARS CABARET
1550 Weiscr . Rd NE / (503) 770-8063
Full Bar, Full Menu, Sporn Room, 4 Stages
Mon - Sat 11am - 2:30am, Sun 4pm - 2:30am

ASTORIA
ANNIE’S UPPERTOWN TAVERN
2897 Marine Dr / (503) 325-1102
Beer & Wine, Dancers, Full Menu, Lottery
Mon - Sat 4pm - 2am

PLEASURE WORLD
1843 NE 3rd St / (541) 317-9723
Videos, Novelties, Lingerie, Books
Open 9am - 2am Daily
STARS CABARET
197 NE 3rd St / (541) 388-4081
Full Bar, Full Menu, Beautiful Dancers
Mon - Sat 11am - 2am, Sun. 4pm - 2am

BEND
IMAGINE THAT
197 NE Third St / (541) 312-8100
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties
24 Hours / 7 Days

THE ALibi
5711 S 6th St / (541) 882-0145
1 Stage, Beer and Wine, Lottery
Mon-Sat 2pm - 2:30am, Sun 3pm - Midnight

LINCOLN CITY
BEACH GIRLS
1410 NW 14th St / (503) 569-2119
18+ Over, Lingerie Modeling
24 Hours / 7 Days
IMAGINE THAT II
2159 NW Highway 101, Suite C / (541) 996-6600
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Body Jewelry, Novelty Gifts
Sun - Thu 10am - 10pm, Fri - Sat 10am-midnight

MEDFORD
ADULT LAND
2755 South Pacific Highway / (541) 770-5493
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
Mon - Thu 9am - 10pm, Fri & Sat 1am - 10pm

THE-office
3 South Riverside / (541) 772-4079
Full Bar, Full Menu
Mon - Fri Noon - 2am, Sat & Sun 2pm - 2am

NEWPORT
SPICE VIDEO
611 SW Coast Highway / (541) 574-6969
Videos, Magazines, Multi-Channel Arcade
24 Hours / 7 Days

REDMOND
THE FAN
413 SW Glacier Ave / (541) 548-4441
2 Stages, Full Bar, Full Menu, Lottery, Pool
Sun - Mon 3pm - Midnight, Tues - Sat 3pm - 2am

RICE HILL
ADULT SHOP
45 Miles South Of Eugene (Rice Hill Exit #148 Off I-5)
726 John Long Rd / (541) 849-3344
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days

ROSEBURG
FILLED WITH FUN
249 Old Highway 99E S / (503) 957-3741
Novelties, Videos, Rentals, Arcade, Toys.

SPRINGFIELD
B & B ADULT VIDEO
2309 Olympic St / (541) 726-7317
Videos, Arcade, Clothing, Novelties, Viewing Room
24 Hours / 7 Days

THE DALLAS
ADULT SHOP
3506 W 6th St / (503) 298-1874
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
8am - 2am / 7 Days

UMATILLA
THE Kookie Jar
1226 6th St / (541) 922-9300
1 Stage, Juice Bar
Wed - Sun 7pm - Close

THE RIVERSIDE
1391 6th St / (541) 922-4112
2 Stages, Beer and Wine
Tues - Sun 6pm - 1:30am

DID WE MISS A LOCATION?
LEt US KNOW!
PHONE: 503.241.4317
FAX: 503.914.0439
EMAIL: info@xmag.com
Oregon’s Largest Professional Recording Studio

Black Diamond Recording Studios

Recording - Mixing - Production - Post Production
Composition - Radio Ads - Voice-Overs - Commercials - Hip Hop Beats
Graphic Design - Photography - Demo Shopping

(503) 477-6523

www.BlackDiamondStudios.net
BlackDiamondStudios@comcast.net

Photo by: Jeff Allen
With an attacker pulling at her clothing and a knife pressed to her throat, she has a split second to make a decision. This is just one possible outcome.

Mentally disarming the attacker, she gives the impression that she has given in and submitted to his will, all the while moving into a position to counter attack.

With an explosion of energy and intent, she grabs his wrist with her left hand while twisting away at the same time. Her other hand grabs for support and strength simultaneously dropping her body weight across the elbow of the attacker, dislocating the joint and dropping the attacker to a knee.

At this point, she uses her right hand to push out the knife from the attacker’s grip—pushing away from the thumb.

With a sweeping left hand, she turns into the attacker and opens him up. She pushes him back into the wall for the ultimate reversal.

Weekly classes are held at Third Eye Jiu-Jitsu and Portland Small Circle Jiu-Jitsu.

For more information please visit www.lakanarnis.com for maps to locations, times of classes and other pertinent information.

For a more detailed study of these techniques, contact Third Eye Jiu-Jitsu at <www.myspace.com/thirdeyejiujitsu> or (503) 839-5010.

These techniques should be performed only under the supervision of a qualified instructor and any other use is at your own risk. Third Eye Jiu-Jitsu, and anyone else demonstrating techniques, assumes no responsibility for their use or misuse, nor any beating you may deliver or receive in their application. Please also check your federal, state and local laws for the legality of any of the techniques demonstrated. Always avoid any confrontation whenever possible and only use these techniques as a last resort.
THE RETURN OF THE ORIGINAL BAD GIRLS CLUB

INK ‘N’ PINK 6
A CELEBRATION OF NAKED TATTOOED FLESH

FEATURING PORTLAND’S TOP TATTOOED ENTERTAINERS COMPETING FOR THE COVER OF EXOTIC AND OVER $2,000 IN CASH AND PRIZES

2 MORE CHANCES TO QUALIFY FOR THE SEMI-FINALS ON FRIDAY, MAY 7TH AT LUCKY DEVIL LOUNGE AND THURSDAY, MAY 13TH AT CASA DIABLO WITH SPECIAL PERFORMANCES BY MISS INK N PINK 2009, VEESHA! PLUS EXOTIC GIVEAWAYS AND DOOR PRIZES TATTOO CONTESTS AND GIFT CERTIFICATES

THE SEMI-FINALS PART ONE SATURDAY, MAY 29TH THE PALLAS CLUB THE FIRST 6 FINALISTS WILL BE CHOSEN

COMING NEXT MONTH THE FINALS!

FOR MORE INFO ON REGISTRATION AND BOOKING CALL 206.498.3056
I love it when it all works out so lovely. The perfect day in Sheena’s life goes like this: a great meeting at Lucky Devil Lounge about being a zombie in a movie being filmed here in Portland, my G-Spot locations are flooding with dozens of hot girls wanting jobs, the sun actually comes out for the first time in forever and I get the subject matter for my Exotic magazine Sex Talk topic handed to me on a silver platter when I bumped into a G-girl who was frustrated that a client had rejected her because she had no bush. Her disappointment immediately became my excitement. The model that was denied for lack of a furry mound is about 100 pounds, gorgeous and petite. She threw her hands in the air looking totally puzzled and said “I have no bush, Sheena.” Thus this month’s topic: what is a pretty pussy?

What is with the madness of bush being back in style? Is it because we are obsessed with ideas like going green, organic and the au naturel? There is suddenly a fluffy, furry, bearded taco passion in Portland. It is very rare to see bush on Portland dancers. I can only name one that I saw during the Miss Nude Oregon Pageant© and she ended up becoming one of my favorite performers.

I am a fan of keeping it trim and neat, however, there is a definite possibility that more and more, men are leaning toward the bush. The forest-of-fun is making a comeback. Should all dancers get to growing out their hair below? I have seen several fun things women have done with their private areas such as tattooing their boyfriend’s name there, heart-shaped pussy hair, pussy dreadlocks and piercings of all types (on outer lips, inner lips and even clits). My vote for the best pierced pussy of the year goes to a girl from Union Jacks who I saw at the Pallas Club for Pole Erotica. I really wanted a flashlight—that pussy was so cool looking.

I know a true story of a gentleman that would actually pay $500 to girls who would get the hood of their clits pierced as he watched. I know of at least five girls that did it. It is simply an adrenaline rush to get the hood of your pussy pierced and this guy really got off on it. It was safe. He met them at piercing studios and paid cash. He wasn’t a freak; he was a handsome, wealthy man. Not sure how many men would run out if someone offered them $500 for piercing their cocks, but that’s another subject.

Is your motto “long hair, don’t care” or are you more of a “bald is beautiful” type of girl? From what I have seen, there is a shortage of bush in Portland, but a need for it. For those of you that want the best of both worlds, I am thinking of inventing a pussy wig that is detachable—patent pending, a clip-on and clip-off pussy patch. I think it may involve some Velcro. I’m still working out the details. Email me with your thoughts at Sheena@pdxgirls.com. (Ed. note: Don’t call the patent office just yet Sheena. Merkins have been around since 1450, when women would shave their pubic hair and wear them to combat pubic lice and prostitutes would wear them to cover up signs of diseases like syphilis. These pubic wigs are also used regularly in Hollywood for actresses to protect them from inadvertently performing full-frontal nudity).

This month I celebrate 14 years in business. I wouldn’t have done it any other way or in any other town but Pornland—the land of the weird—open to all fantasy, fetish and freakiness. Come check out the Ink ‘N Pink competitions this month and party with some of the most exotic, amazing girls with the best tattoos you have ever seen! It’s a great show and I’ll be judging. Thanks to all of you for your continued emails and support of my music tour. Much love.

All good things,

Sheena S.
FRIDAY, MAY 7TH
INK 'N' PINK
PRELIMINARY ROUND 2
YOUR CHANCE TO QUALIFY FOR THE SEMI-FINALS
WITH EXOTIC MAGAZINE GIVEAWAYS, TATTOO CONTESTS
AND CERTIFICATES

GORGEOUS DANCERS
EXTENDED PRIVATE DANCE AREA
HEATED AND COVERED SMOKING PATIO
TWO WARM FIREPLACES
INCREDIBLE FOOD
SOCIAL GAMING LICENSE
TEXAS HOLD 'EM WED-SAT
POKER CARDS & CHIPS AVAILABLE
NEVER A COVER CHARGE

LUCKY DEVIL Lounge

WWW.LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE.COM
NOW HIRING TALENTED ENTERTAINERS 18 AND OVER • EMAIL PICS AND INFO TO SHIFTS@DANCERBOOKING.COM

LUCKY DEVIL LOUNGE • 633 SE POWELL BLVD • (503) 206-7350 • OPEN 11AM-2:30AM 7 DAYS A WEEK

PHOTOGRAPH BY
SHARON LINDO

Ruka & Alex
CABARET III
Brand new club on SE McLoughlin Blvd. Hiring girls 18 years and older. Largest club in Oregon! 5 stages! No stage fees for the month of March! Call (503) 654-4935 for auditions.

DANCERS WANTED
at Portland’s Hottest Club
Call for shifts at Club 205 and Safari.
No Agency Fees.
(503) 619-5802

21+ PREFERRED
Shimmers and Glimmers are hiring dancers.
Good looks and personality a must.
Call Patti (503) 735-5405

ROOSTER’S
DANCERS WANTED
No experience necessary. Easygoing environment, $5 shift fees and very flexible scheduling.
For auditions/booking (503) 289-1351
Auditions daily 2pm - 6pm

ALL-NEW BOOM BOOM ROOM!
New look! New sound! New feel!
Classy exotic dance club on upscale SW Barbur Blvd. Seeking top-quality dancers. Call (503) 919-8644

BIG MONEY …… NO DRAMA!
No pole dancing nude for dollars, no movies your kids might see.
No experience necessary.
Pussycats / Beaverton, Ptown and Salem (503) 383-8874

DANCERS WANTED!
Auditions Monday - Thursday 11am-2pm
NO HOUSE FEES!!!
Call Mike (503) 515-9275
Riverside Corral

HAVE FUN — MAKE MONEY
WANNA PLAY?
For current openings call Stars Cabaret at the Capitol (503) 370-8063

NOW HIRING HOT MODELS
18+ for female-owned, 24 hour, upscale, clean facility.
Call (503) 993-0595

HIRING DANCERS!!
Female owned and operated.
Call (503) 901-1101 or (503) 261-1111
Make big money and have fun!!
18 yrs. and up.

NEW ATTITUDE! NO DRAMA!
LOWER FEES!
Stars Cabaret Beaverton is under new management and hiring top NW entertainers for day, mid and evening shifts. Please contact Rod Black for schedule and audition info at (503) 484-3188

MR. PEEPS SHOWGIRLS IS SEEKING PEEPSHOW MODELS
The showgirls are a Portland tradition offering classic, behind the glass peepshows. We are drug, drink and drama free. Safe, clean, legal and flexible.
Must be over 18 with valid Oregon ID.
Call Gabrielle for more info (503) 398-1778

THE PALLAS CLUB AND DREAM ON SALOON
are now hiring dancers 18 and over.
Call Devon at (503) 575-3519 for scheduling.

HIRING: VERY HOT, SEXY DANCERS
Full Moon Bar & Grill has auditions daily. Must be 21 over, Call (503) 663-0581

BOTTOMS UP IS AUDITIONING!
Now auditioning 18 & over.
Call for details.
Sam (503) 314-9514 or (503) 621-9844

CLUB ROUGE IS HIRING
PORTLAND’S TOP ENTERTAINERS
Drop-in auditions are 3pm-6pm Mon-Fri. Call the club for an appointment outside those times (503) 227-3936

SEEKING WEB CHAT MODELS
UNLIMITED $$$$ POTENTIAL
We are looking for exciting and sexy people! Work from home! Be anonymous! Have fun! Make money!
PDXStudios@hotmail.com

LIMTED TIME ONLY!!! FIRST CLASS ESCORT SERVICE NOW HIRING!!
Seeking professional & reliable women for LEGAL ESCORT service.
• Stripper  & private shows
• Steady income • Steady work
1. Must enjoy working late hours
2. Available to work full time
3. Have a background check
Serious applicants only, 23 to 75 years old or so. Call (503) 928-5061

THE ALL-NEW STARS CABELLE BRIDGEPORT is seeking professional entertainers and staff! You have seen the rest, now come work with the best!
Contact Joel @ (503) 726-2403

DEVL DANCE PROMOTIONS
Booking 4 Casa Diablo & other strip clubs.
Wanted: Angelic faces with devilishly delightful bodies.
Make more $$$ than God! 18+, no experience necessary. Stage fee is only $1 per shift. Call (503) 222-6810 or www.DevilDancer.com

DANCERS / ENTERTAINERS WANTED
For lingerie modeling studio in Lincoln City. Must be 18 or older. Please call (503) 569-2119

LUCKY DEVIL & DEVIL’S POINT
Sexy girls audition now at Lucky Devil
12 noon - 7pm or Call (503) 616-5489

BIG $$$
Waiting to be made at one of Portland’s busiest and finest lingerie modeling establishments. Now selectively hiring attractive, motivated and reliable models!!
Call for info (503) 954-8549

MODELS WANTED
Looking for softcore and T&A models for video productions in May and June. Pay is $50-$100 an hour based on style of scene.
Please call (503) 569-2119

ALL KINDS OF SINGLES
Real People - Real Dates
Browse & Respond FREE!
Portland (503) 525-2400
Seattle (206) 877-7777
Find Your # (888) 634-2628
FREE Code 7491
or MegaMates.com, 18+

PORTLAND DRIVERS
Need a driver? We drive for dancers, models, agencies and gentlemen’s clubs.
Portland/Vancouver areas. 24hrs adult entertainment/driver referral service.
(506) 828-8625 New drivers wanted!

HYPNOX PHOTOGRAPHY
WWW.HYPNOX.COM
(206) 226-3853

EXOTIC DANCERS, READY TO TRAVEL?
~ INCLUDES SALARY ~
www.myspace.com/ClubGSpotGuam
View Our Video On YouTube
Search ClubGSpot

CLUB G SPOT
on the U.S. Island of GUAM!

MISCELLANEOUS

DANCERS 18 AND UP
Earn $1,200 to $5,000 weekly!
Earn great income while working on the beautiful, tropical island of Guam!
• free round-trip airfare
• housing provided
• additional $450/week salary
• drink & dance commissions + tips
• Guam’s weather is 80 - 90 degrees all year around

Guam is a U.S. territorial island in the Western Pacific. Club G-Spot is located on our busy hotel strip, maintaining a steady flow of foot traffic from tourists, locals and U.S. Navy / Air Force personnel.

Call 671.649.7409 or email chris@clubgspot.net
The first article I ever submitted to Exotic involved attending an Insane Clown Posse concert at the Roseland. During the four hours I spent surrounded by overzealous teenagers, all of whom were painted up, drunk or a combination of both, I realized that some things just aren't worth the trouble. Three years after making the promise to myself that I would never again attend such an event for purposes of journalistic review, I once again found myself notepad-in-hand, surrounding by a sea of Juggalos. Twiztid (the Snoop to ICP’s Dre) was performing alongside Tragedy/Public Drunken Sex (see February’s issue), Potluck (see the used CD bin at your local headshop) and a band/dude (in the same name vein as Marilyn Manson or Alice Cooper) pitched to me by Mars (see January’s issue) called Kung Fu Vampire (KFV). The hesitation I felt about attending yet another clown topic convention goes without saying. I love the Juggalos, don’t get me wrong, it’s just that “in-depth cultural review” and “magic, magic, ninja what!” don’t belong in the same paragraph.

When he’s not encouraging teenage fans to kill their friends and family, Mars is a pretty nice guy and he set up an after-concert meeting with myself and Mr. Vampire. Instead of conducting an organized and professional interview, I kidnapped KFV (plus crew), got them stoned and headed to the Roxy for pancakes. When in Rome, right? By the end of the candid conversation, I had more than enough material to run a five-page interview on some of the most interesting and controversial subjects I’ve ever discussed, but 2,000 words is 2,000 words so I’ll summarize.

Based on aesthetic qualities (picture a Skinny Puppy tribute band dressed like Geishas) and a somewhat left-field name, I was expecting KFV to be nothing more than another horrorcore act riding on the tails of established artists in the genre. Had I not taken the time to check out the video for “iCount,” I wouldn’t have even brought a notepad to the concert (I really, really like Twiztid, but when he’s not encouraging teenage fans to kill their friends and family, Mars is a pretty nice guy and he set up an after-concert meeting with myself and Mr. Vampire. Instead of conducting an organized and professional interview, I kidnapped KFV (plus crew), got them stoned and headed to the Roxy for pancakes. When in Rome, right? By the end of the candid conversation, I had more than enough material to run a five-page interview on some of the most interesting and controversial subjects I’ve ever discussed, but 2,000 words is 2,000 words so I’ll summarize.

The first thing I learned during my breakfast with KFV was that he/they learned about horrorcore, Juggalos and all that good stuff last year. Prior to that, KFV was actively involved in but not explicitly aware of the genre in which they were being placed by fans as well as outside observers. Instead of Geto Boys and Slipknot, KFV is influenced by ambient electro (Aphex Twin), conscious hip hop (Del the Funky Homosapien, who KFV has played with) and, more recently, horror films (Darren Lynn Bousman of Saw II, Saw III and Repo! TGO fame is a friend and fan of KFV). After being approached by Mars to sign onto Mad Insanity records in late 2009, KFV was added to the Twiztid tour and the rest is, well, not technically history but you get the sentiment. Basically, KFV got in where they fit in, without any planned intent or exploitation of the horrorcore genre (KFV actually prefers the term “gothic hip hop” and refers to fans as “fangbangers”). According to KFV, the Juggalo subculture (with whom KFV came in contact with during shows with Twiztid) was the first truly accepting demographic to appreciate KFVs music for what it is without any of the (obvious) restraint and criticism associated with patronizing a musician that raps behind fake teeth that aren’t made of gold.

The fact that KFV is able to be embraced by a subculture that is dismissed by most as juvenile and played-out (not to mention ripe for parody—a fact that SNL and YouTube fans already know) is both a blessing and a curse (no pun intended) for the man behind the bloodshed. As he explained to me over a greasy plate of overcooked bacon, KFV “has, up until this point, been met with mixed reactions from various crowds.” Attendees at standard-fare hip hop concerts that feature KFV “are very interested in the show and often appreciate it but seem somewhat put-off by the concept,” whereas horrorcore fans and Juggalos get it. Although Twiztid (the guys who brought you such family-friendly tracks as “DieMotherfuckaDie” and “Sex, Drugs, Money and Murder”) may seem like the perfect band to tour with if spouting science-fiction horror-rap
while dressed as a bloodsucking undead ninja, the Juggalo subculture is surprisingly picky. At the annual Gathering of the Juggalos, otherwise respected artists such as Andrew WK, Kurupt and, on more than one occasion, Twiztid themselves have been met with an assault of unopened beers, rocks and coins from a stay-the-fuck-out-of-our-world crowd. Unlike the predecessors, KFV deals with crowd hate on a much more effective level: “Fuck you,” yells the Twiztid fan with an extended middle finger that has been raised for songs without interruption.

“Hey guys, we need everyone to help this kid out,” KFV says from stage between songs. “He’s the only one with his middle finger up and I bet he’s getting tired, so if the rest of you could raise your middle fingers and chant ‘fuck you’ then we can get things started.”

At this point, the seemingly disgruntled Juggalo laughs, the rest of the crowd raises their vag-handlers in unison and KFV continues their show without interruption.

Another surprising factor associated with KFV is the quality of the band’s music, both in the structural sense as well as creatively. As it was explained to me, KFVs approach to writing music is more of a create-hibernate-review-repeat process, as opposed to a “hey guys, bring over the mic and a laptop” approach that seems so common in hip hop. Every sample (not just 808 kicks either, we’re talking cello and violin) is used with critical artistic placement. The lyrics are intelligent as well as entertaining. The physical aesthetic of the band fits into a cohesive theme and even the CD art is classy as fuck (whoever posed for the physical aesthetic of the band fits into a cohesive theme and even the CD art is classy as fuck (whoever posed for the Dead Sexy album needs to get up to Portland fast, we could use more sexy mocha-skinned ladies). In other words, “KFV” looks and sounds like everything associated with the name that is not cheesy, over-mocha-skinned ladies). In other words, “KFV” looks and sounds like everything associated with the name that is not cheesy, overplayed or trite. I’m talking Lost Boys meets Kill Bill, not Twilight meets The Matrix. Okay, enough with the bad analogies already.

If you explore the liner notes of Dead Sexy, nearly every track is produced by KFV with minimal help from outside sources. Although most music fans have no idea what “production” consists of, the process of putting together a proportionally mixed album is not only difficult, but comes with experience much like riding a bike. There is no “right” way to produce an album, but one producer’s method (aka RZA from the Wu-Tang Clan, who favors a vocal-heavy presentation over drown-out beats) may yield an entirely different listening experience than the next (Trent Reznor of Nine Inch Nails manipulates vocals as if they were instruments). One of the most surprising aspects of KFV is the way in which arrays of erratic and unconventional samples are presented in an easy-to-consume package. As a fan of both industrial (Pigface, Ministry, et al) and hip hop (Cage, Murs), I find it difficult to leave my EQ on a single setting due to the fact that production is often the least stable aspect of the beat-driven genres I enjoy.

The appeal behind KFV extends beyond the visible into the realms of subtlety or, what some historians call, artistic restraint. Spice-1 is featured on Dead Sexy, but his name appears no larger than any other credited artist in the liner notes (and is not featured in 200pt impact font on the front cover). There are no pointlessly unfunny skits between songs, only a few references to being spooky/evil/scary and not one line reflects a lyrical cop-out (like rhyming “next to me” with “ecstasy”). There is even an instrumental track on Dead Sexy that belongs on a Skinny Puppy album, a concept (multi-genre incorporation) that has been abandoned since Beastie Boys exchanged hip hop for political techno. When the bald guy in the geisha outfit is able to display more than one producer’s method (aka Rza from the Wu-Tang Clan, who favors a vocal-heavy presentation over drown-out beats) may yield an entirely different listening experience than the next (Trent Reznor of Nine Inch Nails manipulates vocals as if they were instruments). One of the most surprising aspects of KFV is the way in which arrays of erratic and unconventional samples are presented in an easy-to-consume package. As a fan of both industrial (Pigface, Ministry, et al) and hip hop (Cage, Murs), I find it difficult to leave my EQ on a single setting due to the fact that production is often the least stable aspect of the beat-driven genres I enjoy.

Spice-1 is featured on Dead Sexy, but his name appears no larger than any other credited artist in the liner notes (and is not featured in 200pt impact font on the front cover). There are no pointlessly unfunny skits between songs, only a few references to being spooky/evil/scary and not one line reflects a lyrical cop-out (like rhyming “next to me” with “ecstasy”). There is even an instrumental track on Dead Sexy that belongs on a Skinny Puppy album, a concept (multi-genre incorporation) that has been abandoned since Beastie Boys exchanged hip hop for political techno. When the bald guy in the geisha outfit is able to display more artistic restraint than the average boring indie rock band while rapping about necrophilia and martial arts, the rest of the industry may consider following in suit. Whereas most new artists in Hot Topic-friendly genres take the Rob Zombie approach to art (excess, ADD and theft disguised as homage), KFV reflects the Tobe Hooper approach (restraint, timing and tongue-in-cheek fear via suggestion).

Tracks like “Abracadaver” and “Neckromance” grace such albums as Blood Bath Beyond, and although polished and well-executed, these titles are hardly indicative of an artist that takes themselves too seriously (as far too many in this genre do). Reminiscent more of GWAR than say, the Insane Clown Posse, KFV reflects an (albeit theatrical) intelligent approach to a potentially disastrous set of artistic tools. Admittedly, I was ready to rip “the rapping vampire guy at the Twiztid show” a new colon prior to doing any research on his music, and it is not without great hesitation that I state the following: I am absolutely dumbfounded at the creativity and talent behind KFV.

Okay, so by the looks of this write-up it may seem that I have either been paid off or sucked off by someone to give such a high recommendation to a band that raps about fucking dead things. Let me go on record as saying that KFV is far from perfect. First, the stage show sans the live band (certain Twiztid dates were void of any live instruments) seems somewhat forced. The vocal delivery of KFV is on-time, but the stage presence of the emcee is somewhat standard, if not a tad boring (Savzilla, KFV’s onstage hype man, had twice the visible energy as his iCount-er part). Hot chicks with guitars don’t hurt a damn thing, everyone knows this. Second, there needs to be a heavy increase of visible irony and, although I say this with great regret, perhaps a few more sophomoric or blatantly humorous tracks. “Dead Girls Don’t Say No” has all the makings of a laugh-out-loud strip club jam, but the track in question is a tad too polished and serious to make out the humor behind it.

The only real thing keeping music snobs from eating up KFV like it was KFC is, well, the obvious hesitation to appreciate a face-painted artist that is currently touring with “the other ICP.” I wish there was enough space to expand on the incorporation of live instruments (KFV often features a backup band), the lyrical backing of hypeman Savzilla (a Sage Francis for the rest of us) or the array of artists that have complimented KFV over the years (including Mya, Mack 10 and Q-Tip). I will mention that Love Bites is dropping soon on Mad Insanity records alongside the re-release of Dead Sexy, and although it has been about three years in the making, I am happy to present Kung Fu Vampire with the Statutory Ray Lifetime Achievement Award for “First Featured Band to Have a Real Website.”

www.kungfuvampire.com
“Portland’s Rock-N-Roll Strip Club”

DEVI S
POI N T

5305 SE FOSTER RD. (503) 774-4513
OPEN 11AM TO 2:30AM 365 DAY A YEAR

WEEKLY EVENTS
MONDAYS - FIRE DANCERS
TUESDAYS - S.I.N. NIGHT
WEDNESDAYS - 80s NIGHT
THURSDAYS - LADIES’ NIGHT
FRIDAYS - DANCERS
SATURDAYS - LIVE MUSIC W/DANCERS
SUNDAYS - WORLD FAMOUS STRIPPARAOKE

UPCOMING SHOWS
SUNDAY MAY 8TH - THE SPITTIN’ COBRAS
(MEMBERS OF KRAKEN & THE DWARVES W/ LUCKY THIRTEENS
SUNDAY MAY 22ND - THE CLAMPDOWN (CLASH TRIBUTE)

FOR LIVE MUSIC AND DANCERS’ SCHEDULES,
CHECK US OUT @ MYSPACE.COM/DEVILSPONT
& FACEBOOK.COM/DEVILSPONT

NOW HIRING TALENTED, SEXY ENTERTAINERS
EMAIL PICS & INFO TO SHIFTS@DANCERBOOKING.COM
DANTE’S
SINFERNO
cabaret & vaudeville

sex & service industry night
SUNDAYS
9pm to 2am

9PM FEATURE SHOWS
SUN MAY 9
Witchburn, LSD&D,
Adrian & The Sickness
(3 members of Hell’s Belles)
SUN MAY 30
Fire Entertainer of the
Year Competition
SUN JUNE 6
Deadstring Bros
SUN MAY 13
Super Geek League
SUN MAY 20
Redwig & The Angry Inch

FEATURING:
- Amazing Burlesque Performers
- Firedancers
- Booze
- Cabaretry
- Fireetica
- Master Magician Reed McClintock
- Mr. McMn
- Emcee William Batty
- Live Music: Miss Steak
- The Berlin Twins
- Trapeze Artists
- Fire Tappers
- Aerialists
- Contortionists
- Emcee Dax
- DJ Mestizo
- Strip tease Artists
- Go-Go Dancers
- DJ Henry
- Dozens of Exotic Dancers
- Sword Swallowers
- Prozac The Depressed Easter Bunny
- Emcee Ed Fulham
- And One Man’s Lifelong Quest To Find The Truth About His Missing Yagina...
- Emcee Andrew Harris
CUSTOMER APPRECIATION NIGHT
SATURDAY, MAY 15TH

FREE STUFF ALL NIGHT LONG
AND SPECIALS TOO GOOD TO PRINT!
IF YOU’VE NEVER BEEN HERE BEFORE,
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO
EXPERIENCE PORTLAND’S NICEST
AND FRIENDLIEST CLUB!

FULL MENU
BREAKFAST SERVED
ALL DAY/ALL NIGHT!

ALL DAY, EVERY DAY
- $3.00 JACK AND COKE
- $2.50 RUM AND COKE
- $2.00 PBR/ BUSCH
- $3.00 MICKEY’S

NOW SERVING
BIGFOOT
BARLEY WINE
$4.50 A BOTTLE!

OPEN EVERYDAY 3:00PM-2:30AM
3620 SE 35TH PL./ 503-239-1004
CINCO DE MAYO FIESTA
WEDNESDAY, MAY 5TH
WITH GIVEAWAYS!

$2 BUFFET
MON. - SAT. 4PM-7PM

SPECIALS
MON. - FRI. 11:30AM - 4PM

THE
DALLAS

SATURDAY, MAY 29TH
INK ‘N’ PINK SEMI-FINALS!
COME ON DOWN TO HELP US SELECT
THE TOP 12 WITH EXOTIC MAGAZINE
GIVEAWAYS; TATTOO CONTESTS & CERTIFICATES

Dream On
Saloon

13639 SE POWELL • (503) 760-9128
MYSPACE.COM/PALLASCLUB
MON-SAT 11:30AM-2:30AM, SUN 1:00PM-2:30AM

15920 SE STARK ST • (503) 253-8765
MYSPACE.COM/DREAMONSALOON
OPEN MON-SAT 11:30AM-2:00AM, SUN 1:00PM-2:00AM
OPEN
THURSDAY, MAY 13TH

GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
3390 NE SANDY • PORTLAND, OR 97232
MON.-SUN. 3PM - 2AM • 503-208-2496 • CLUBMYNT.COM

PORTLAND’S NEWEST
NORTHEAST GENTLEMEN’S CLUB!
Portland's Hottest Models

Outfits provided by Hervey's Closet
Now hiring HOT Models call 503-593-9585

Porland's best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

Brittani's Secret Rendezvous

Featuring:
Heather, Asia, Brooke, Cameron, Courtney, Gwen, Jasmine, Jenna, Kelly, Lindsey, Mystique, Haley, Peyton, Mia, Ivy, Mykayla, Sarah, Stacy, Tatianna, Tracie, Vanity, Zoe, Reckless, Rachel, Daisy and lots more!

More seen on Myspace.com/Brittani'sSecretRendezvous

12503 SE Division #C  503-285-5058  Newly Remodeled  Upscale and Clean  ATM Inside  Open 24 Hours

Now accepting all major credit cards
BEAVERTON
Saturday, May 8th
SIN BAD PIRATE PARTY & NICKELBACK CONCERT AFTER-PARTY 10PM
Tuesday, June 8th
KORN CONCERT “OFFICIAL” AFTER-PARTY
Sponsored By Jägermeister

SALEM
Saturday, June 5th
PURPLE RAIN PARTY
“LIVE” Music By Erotic City Prince Tribute Band
myspace.com/eroticcity14

BRIDGEPORT
Saturday, May 15th
“FEVER” THE DISCO PARTY
Saturday, May 22nd
STRIPPERBAND
Saturday, May 29th
CIRCUS SOLARIUM
ALL-NEW!
2-for-1 Tuesdays & Wet ‘n’ Wild Wednesdays

Adult Film Star
Lisa Ann
Star of HUSTLER film
“Who’s Nailin’ Paylin”
4 Nights!
5/19 Beaverton
5/20 Bridgeport
5/21 Salem
5/22 Bend

HUNKS The Show
America’s Hottest Ladies Night
Coming To Your Town!

Salem
Bridgeport
Bend
7:30-10
8-10:30
7:30-10
23rd
25th
26th

FREE PRIME RIB with paid admission
6-9 pm
Monday Salem, Bridgeport
Wednesday, Beaverton

$5 Lunch Specials
Monday - Friday
11am-2pm
All Locations

www.StarsCabaret.com
Now hiring top NW entertainers and staff apply in person at all locations.
Our 4th location is located in Bend 197 NE 3rd St. 541.388.4081